
In recent years, the US and the
European Union have imposed
stringent emissions legislation on

ethylene plant operators. Other
countries have recently imposed similar
legislation. In the EU, two directives are
in force: notably, the IPPC (integrated
pollution prevention and control)
directive from 1998 and the 2003/87/EC
directive from 2003, which mandates
the implementation of a greenhouse gas
emissions trading scheme as well as
ceilings on allowable emissions. The
IPPC directive is related to the
application of best but proven available
techniques to minimise greenhouse gas
emissions. Nitrogen oxides (NOx),
formed during combustion in the
presence of nitrogen, are regarded as
contributors to the greenhouse effect. To
reduce NOx emissions in ethylene
furnaces, the operator has the option to
either reduce already-formed NOx via
flue gas treatment or to minimise the
formation of NOx at the source, which is
the combustion process in the radiant
section (the firebox) of the ethylene
furnace. In either case, a proper
understanding of the combustion
kinetics and fluid dynamics in the
firebox chamber is required to arrive at a
furnace design that combines stable and
efficient combustion, as well as meeting
environmental NOx and CO emissions
constraints. 

NOx and combustion kinetics
A kinetics model describing the
oxidation of hydrocarbons up to
kerosene and JP8 is used as a basis,
containing some 250 species and 5000
reactions. The model also includes 30
species and 260 reactions to describe the
formation and disappearance of NOx.

In the combustion of methane and
hydrogen-containing fuels, NOx can be
formed by two reaction paths: the so-
called prompt NOx and the thermal NOx

mechanisms. Thermal NOx is formed as

a result of the oxidation of nitrogen to
NOx through a reaction path that
involves oxygen, hydrogen and
hydroxyl radicals. Also, the direct
reaction between nitrogen and oxygen
molecules contributes to the formation
of this pollutant species via the thermal
mechanism. High temperatures, high
residence times and excess oxygen
favour thermal NOx. Avoiding local high
flame temperatures, recirculation
patterns and excess air can reduce the
formation of thermal NOx.

Prompt NOx is the conversion of
nitrogen through a radical reaction
network, which involves the formation
of hydrocarbon radicals with HCN as an
intermediate. Prompt NOx is favoured
by excess hydrocarbons, is less
temperature dependent than thermal
NOx and the reactions are fast compared

to thermal NOx. Avoiding local excess
unburned hydrocarbons and keeping
the flame lean of fuel can reduce the
formation of prompt NOx.

Another mechanism important in
NOx control is the reduction of already-
formed NOx. The reduction of NOx is
favourable in areas of the flame with
high concentrations of NO2, low NO
and which are lean of oxygen at
moderate temperatures.

Burner and firebox design
In a modern ultra-low NOx firebox
design, the objective of the designer is to
minimise NOx by influencing all three
occurring mechanisms. The burner is
the prime source of NOx. The
combustion characteristics of the burner
very much determine the final NOx

emission values of the ethylene furnace.

Applying ultra-low-NOx

burners 
Application of computational fluid dynamics in the design of a high-flux ethylene

furnace equipped with ultra-low NOx vortex burners. The fundamental kinetics
mechanisms that are important in NOx formation under combustion are described
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Figure 1a Flame rollover due to local
recirculation patterns 

Figure 1b Flame stabilisation by bottom
and sidewall combination firing
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Nevertheless, if the combination of
burner characteristics and firebox fluid
dynamics does not fit, even when
applying ultra-low-NOx burners, final
NOx figures can be two- or three-fold the
figures obtained in a burner test
performed in a test furnace.

Modern ethylene furnaces with
ethylene capacities of over 200 000 tpa
in each firebox cell have been designed.
The firing required in such a firebox cell
is 130MW or more. To put this heat in,
a substantial portion of the heat
(typically 50–80%) needs to be supplied
by large-duty diffusion flame bottom
burners. Diffusion flame burners in tall
boxes may become unstable due to
unpredicted recirculation patterns.
When applying techniques to reduce
NOx, such as multiple-level fuel and/or
air staging, the tendency of the flames
to become unstable increases. For this
reason, Technip applies flame

stabilisation by adding low-NOx flat-
flame radiant wall or balcony upshot
burners (Figures 1 and 2).

When including ultra-low-NOx

burners in a modern high-capacity
ethylene furnace, Technip applies
rigorous CFD-NOx studies during the
design stage of the project. For this
purpose, Technip, in combination with
the Politecnico di Milano, has
developed a CFD-NOx simulator able to
predict both burner flame characteristics
and emission values on NOx and CO.

CFD-NOx simulator
The combustion kinetics model applied
in the CFD-NOx simulator contains some
250 species involved in a reaction
network of 5000 reactions. The reaction
network involved in the prompt NOx,
thermal NOx and NOx re-reburning
mechanism accounts for about 260
reactions involving 30 species. The mesh

of a CFD model for an industrial furnace
easily contains more than a million grid
cells. Including such a rigorous kinetics
model in a CFD simulation leads to
excessive and unpractical calculation
times. Even with modern high-speed
computers equipped with a lot of
memory, such an approach is unfeasible. 

However, use can be made of the
characteristics of the combustion
process, which allows a different but
feasible approach. In the combustion
process, the overall temperature and
fluid dynamics patterns are determined
by the combustibles and air fed to the
burner and the main flue gas
components. The reactions involved in
the formation of pollutants, such as
NOx, PAH and soot, do not influence
significantly the overall temperature,
velocity pattern and concentration
profiles of the main species. 

This phenomenon allows decoupling
of the Nox kinetics from the rigorous CFD
simulations. In the CFD-NOx simulator, a
rigorous CFD model of the furnace is first
set up. This contains a detailed model of
one or more burners in a furnace
segment. However, this CFD model uses
a simplified kinetics model of the
combustion process. This is sufficiently
detailed to allow a proper estimation of
the temperature, velocity and
concentration profiles of the main flue
gas components. The CFD-NOx simulator
also contains the NOx kinetics post-
processor that takes care of the detailed
combustion kinetics calculations using
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Figure 2 Balcony upshot (left) and bottom burners (right) in a Technip-designed GK6
furnace showing stable combustion patterns 

Figure 3 Composition maps of selected components, as predicted by the CFD-NOX model 
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the results of the CFD calculations.

NOx postprocessor
The NOx postprocessor identifies the
critical zones for NOx and other
pollutants formation. These critical
zones are identified by large gradients of
temperature, velocity and composition
profiles. Here, the original CFD grid
detail is maintained. The vicinity of the
burners and the places in the firebox
where local recirculation occurs are
typically considered critical for NOx

kinetics. However, other parts of the
firebox chamber are considered less
critical. These places are characterised
by low temperature, low velocity and
low concentration gradients. In these
areas of the furnace, the coupling of
CFD grid cells is performed. 

The NOx postprocessor typically
reduces the number of grid cells by a
factor of 10 to 20 and applies thereafter
the rigorous combustion kinetics that
involve all reactions responsible for
pollutant formation.

Numerical approach
Although the grouping methodology
reduces the number of cells drastically,
the resulting grid and the complexity of
the full kinetics combustion model
require a specially developed numerical
algorithm to keep computer calculation
times within reasonable limits.

The large system of non-linear
algebraic equations is initially solved
with successive substitutions using the
CFD results as first estimate. When
residuals have reached a lower value, a
modified global Newton method is
applied to reach the final solution. This
method solves the main diagonal
structures and approximates the extra-
diagonal elements of the Jacobian
matrix. This methodology saves
memory allocation, which is the real
bottleneck in large systems of equations
to be solved. To increase computational
efficiency, derivatives are evaluated
symbolically rather than numerically. 

Physical model
The NOx postprocessor solves the mass
balance in each grid cell reactor,
accounting for convection, diffusion
and chemical reactions. Local mass
fractions of each component are
calculated. Mass and temperature
fluctuations largely affect the reactions
involved in NOx formation, so the
model calculates these effects in detail.  

The model has been validated by
comparing results with those obtained
under controlled laboratory conditions.
For this, the well-known and published

Sydney bluff body burner data are used.
This burner produces a diffusion flame
from a methane/hydrogen mixed fuel.

The model results compare very well
with published laboratory data. 

Figure 3 shows the maps of selected
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Figures 4a, b and c NO as a function of radial position at 13, 30 and 45mm from the
bluff body burner calculated using the kinetics postprocessor — continuous line, full
kinetics mechanism; dashed line, prompt NOx suppressed
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components as predicted by the NOx

postprocessor. NO is significantly
produced through the prompt NOx

mechanism. This is confirmed by the
considerable intermediate amounts of
HCN, which is an active component in
the prompt NOx mechanism. As
expected, NO2 is formed close to the
lean side of the flame. In the so-called
neck zone, the flame is close to
extinction. In this zone, formation of
some C2H6 can be observed. C2H6 is
formed through recombination of
methyl radicals. Other small amounts 
of products from recombination
reactions of hydrocarbon radicals, such
as formaldehyde, can be observed 
as well. 

In Figure 4, the comparison between
predicted and experimental NO profiles
is presented

LSV ultra-low-NOX burner
The LSV burner is based on proprietary
know-how from Air Products and
Chemicals Inc. The burner is
manufactured and commercialised by
John Zink Company under a licence
from Air Products and Chemicals Inc.
Technip, under an
agreement with these
companies, has exclusive
rights for application of
the LSV burner in ethylene
furnaces and for retrofit
applications of existing
ethylene furnaces of
different make.

The LSV burner has
been successfully applied
in two Technip-designed
steam reformers currently
operated by Air Products,
including a recent 110

MM SCFD hydrogen plant in Westlake,
Louisiana, USA. It has also been selected
by a European refinery and Technip for
a 80 MM SCFD hydrogen steam
reformer project in North Europe. A
second smaller hydrogen plant in
Europe was successfully retrofitted with
LSV burners in July 2005, and recently a
major ethylene producer selected the
LSV burner for a large GK6 liquid-
cracking furnace. This project is in the
engineering phase. 

LSV burner principles
To reduce NOx emissions in the stack
effluent, the LSV burner and the furnace
designers are creating special flow and
temperature patterns for fuel, air and
combustibles to create local conditions
that are unfavourable to NOx formation
or favour the reduction of already-
formed NOx. 

At the same time, the flame needs to
be stable not only at design conditions
but also over a large turndown ratio.
Flame rollover that may cause flame
impingement on the radiant coil should
be avoided at all times. The stability of
the flame is determined by the burner

design and by the firebox geometry and
heat flux patterns. Unfortunately, the
conditions favouring low NOx are
generally contradictory to the
conditions for creating stable flames.
This is a major reason why, in some
instances, larger-capacity ultra-low-NOx

bottom burners, which are now
gradually being applied in ethylene
furnaces, face severe problems of flame
instability, such as flame rollover.

In the LSV burner design, flame
stability is reached by creating a large-
scale vortex in the centre of the flame.
This vortex is created by mixing part of
the air with a small portion of the fuel at
dissimilar velocities (Figure 5). The LSV
burner, contrary to other ultra-low-NOx

burners, does not contain metallic or
ceramic flame stabilisers, which are a
known source of prompt NOx.

The LSV stabiliser has a large
turndown ratio, providing superior
flame stability performance with a
variety of fuels and compositions.
Typically, the LSV burner has a
turndown ratio of 1 to 10 or more,
keeping the flame stable.

The remainder of the combustion air
is staged concentrically around the
vortex. Specially designed zipper lances
create an optimum mixing stage in the
largest portion of the fuel. The
technology applied in the proprietary
zipper lances (Figure 6) is inspired by
stealth aircraft technology, where
similar mixing principles are applied to
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Figure 4d CO profiles vs radial position at two distances from the bluff body burner,
calculated using the kinetics postprocessor

Figure 5 LSV burner design improves
flame stability

Figure 6 LSV burner in service

d
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keep jet engine exhaust temperatures
down to avoid upper atmosphere IR
detection.

When fuel lances are exposed to hot
radiation, overheating causes coking
over time, and extensive fouling
problems may occur. Due to their
efficient mixing capability, the zipper
lances do not require extension into the
combustion space, and overheating and
fouling are avoided.

Simulation of the LSV burner
Technip has applied its proprietary CFD-
NOx simulator to investigate the
performance of the LSV burner in a
radiant firebox environment, such as an
ethylene furnace or hydrogen steam
methane reformer.

Besides the earlier-mentioned
laboratory burner simulation, further
validations of the CFD-NOx simulator
were done using the LSV burner
performance data in the Westlake steam
reformer and the European steam
reformer project in the test furnace. The
CFD-NOx simulator successfully predicts
the temperature distribution in the
firebox as well as the flame shape and
the profile of the heat flux to the radiant
coil. Furthermore, the NOx prediction
compares very well with the measured
plant data.

Concerning the application of the
LSV burner for Technip-designed
ethylene furnaces, each project
encompasses a demonstration test of a
multiple-burner arrangement, including
multiple bottom and sidewall burners,
in a John Zink test furnace to be
witnessed by the end user.

A CFD-NOx simulation of both the
test assembly and the GK6 or SMK
furnace to be equipped with the LSV
burner is also part of the design and
demonstration activities. During this
phase, burner design parameters such as
those used to obtain desired flame-
length and heat-release patterns are
finally chosen. In a CFD-NOx simulation
of the LSV burner, three distinct zones
can be recognised (Figure 7).

In Zone 1, where the first small
portion of the total fuel comes into
contact with the central air stream, local
unburned hydrocarbons cause the
formation of prompt NO, and the NO
concentrations are relatively high.
However, due to rapid mixing in the LSV,
the absolute volume of such high NO
concentrations is small and,
consequently, the absolute amount of
NO stays low. In Zone 2, where
remaining volumes of air and fuel are fed
in a staged manner, the NO formed in
Zone 1 by means of the prompt NOx

mechanism, as well as molecular N2, are
both oxidised to NO2 via the thermal
NOx route. When combustibles are
entering Zone 3, combustion in the LSV
burner is virtually complete.
Concentrations of unburned hydro-
carbons are extremely low, and any air
remaining is only the stoichiometric
excess air fed to the burner. Conditions
in Zone 3 are favourable for the
reduction of NO2 to NO and N2. The NOx

left in the flue gas leaving Zone 3
determines the final achieved NOx levels.
These are low and consist mainly of NO
with low amounts of NO2.

LSV burner application in
ethylene furnaces
Technip is currently performing a
detailed CFD study as part of the
engineering of a GK6 ethylene furnace
in which a LSV burner will be applied.
Intermediate results of this study are
presented in Figure 8, showing the
performance of a LSV burner in a GK6
cracking furnace.

In this case, the LSV burner’s
performance in a bottom-fired
configuration was studied to judge its
performance without flame stabilisation
from sidewall burners. The CFD analysis
shows a stable combustion without
flame impingement on the radiant
tubes. Due to the prevailing flow
patterns, the relative hot flue gases flow
at the refractory side where the
prevailing flow is upward. The relative
cold flue gases are near the cold plane
formed by the radiant tubes, where the
prevailing flow is downward. Outside
tube-wall temperatures evolve smoothly
and local hot spots are avoided. The
addition of some sidewall firing
improves this situation even more.
Further CFD design study-work is
currently ongoing. The results are not
available for inclusion here, but are

expected to be available for presentation
soon.

Critical factors
Due to the current legislation in many
countries to reduce emission levels of
pollutant species in industrial furnaces,
the design of the burner in combination
with the design of the cracking furnace
has become a critical factor in the
eventual successful performance of the
furnace after the first start-up. 

In order to arrive at a sound design,
detailed knowledge of the parameters
influencing NOx formation as well as
those determining the behaviour of the
flame and combustion in the total
assembly of burners, radiant coils and
firebox is required.

To obtain such detailed knowledge,
Technip, in close co-operation with
scientific researchers at the Politechnico
di Milano, has developed a CFD-NOx
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Figure 7 CFD-NOx simulation of the LSV burner in a firebox environment

Figure 8 CFD simulation of the LSV burner
performance in a GK6 cracking furnace
showing stable combustion pattern and
that no relatively hot gases are present
near the tube lanes    
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simulator, which allows for the accurate
prediction of flame behaviour and NOx

and other pollutant emission levels under
industrial conditions.

Technip and Air Products have applied
CFD-NOx simulations on Air Products’
proprietary ultra-low-NOx burner (LSV)
installed in an existing industrial steam-
reforming furnace. The proprietary LSV
burner has also been selected for a
Technip-designed GK6 ethylene furnace,
which is currently at the engineering
stage. As part of the engineering effort, a
detailed CFD-NOx study is currently on
going.

LSV Burner is a mark of Air Products. This
article is prepared from a paper presented at
the March 2006 ARTC in Kuala Lumpur.
Special recognition is extended to the
following individuals for their help in
preparing the ARTC paper as well as this
current article: Alessio Frassoldati, Guido Buzzi
Ferraris, Tiziano Faravelli and Eliseo Ranzi,
Politecnico di Milano, Milano, Italy. Xianming
Jimmy Li, Air Products and Chemicals Inc,
Allentown, Pennsylvania, USA, and Ashok R
Patel, John Zink Company LLC, Tulsa,
Oklahoma, USA.
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